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Ah, layering pieces – they can be versatile clothes that let you mix and match while wearing clothes through more seasons. Or they can be flimsy seethrough tops
that give you the layered look without the ability to remove a layer when you get warm.
Cushie b only makes the good kind of layering pieces. Really, they’re just tops that look great on their own. You don’t have to layer a sweater or jacket over them. But
you could. Both these tops are sleeveless, so they don’t add bulk when you put on another layer. In warm weather, they look fabulous on their own.

Sleeveless Top
Cushie b’s Sleeveless Top is knit from viscose yarn from Italy. The open pattern at the neckline adds a touch of style to a
wardrobe basic. It drapes over your curves, and adds a wonderful sense of movement to any outfit.
Cushie b’s Long Drape Cardigan features the same stitch pattern, which makes it a perfect accompaniment. Or layer on a
brightly colored cardi like the Draped Blanket Cardigan.
The Sleeveless Top comes in Cream and Black.

Simple A-Line Cotton Lycra Tank
Is it possible to get excited over a basic tank top? Absolutely! All you want is a plain tank to wear under a jacket at the office and
half the time all you can find it sporty tanks with designs on the front and no room for your hips. It shouldn’t be that hard to find a
tank that you want in every color. And you just did.
Cushie b’s Simple ALine Cotton Lycra Tank is made of heavy cotton lycra, so it holds it shape. The princess seams flatter your
curves while the seamless sides help it drape the way it should.
It comes in Black, Oatmeal, and Mediterranean Blue. You’ll probably need more than one since you’ll be living in these tanks from
Spring through Fall.

Everything You Want in a Layer
Think of a layering piece as a layer in a cake. Each cake layer tastes great on its own, but can become something truly special when added to other layers. Just like
you wouldn’t want a layer in your cake that lacks sugar, you don’t want a layering piece of clothing that you couldn’t wear by itself. Quality fabrics and luxurious design
can elevate even a basic tank top to fashion you can love.
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